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the TB control programme. The NTI Library as
INFORMATION PROVIDER will be oriented to produce
specific brief reports, more visual than didactic. The entry
of electronic media is bound to bring about changes in the
data retrieval process. It may not be possible to render
these services in future without pricing them.
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The objective of digitization is principally to create
content of databases to facilitate access to, preservation
and dissemination of information resources. This paper is
based on the experience of digitization at the NTI,
Bangalore, a WHO-sponsored collaborative project:
“Health InterNetwork India” Tuberculosis -India. The
various aspects of conceptualization of the digitization
project, measurement criteria for inputs and outputs, the
ability to access and retrieve information are discussed in
detail. An important dimension of digitization process is
co-ordination between information technology expert and
library professionals. The standards and guidelines followed
and problems encountered are mentioned. The importance
of securing consent for archiving and sharing resources
globally from the concerned parties is pointed out. Efforts
made in use digital library software operable in a network
environment and the importance of meta data and
vocabulary management tools in accessing, searching and
retrieving; digitized documents are highlighted.
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Knowledge knows no bounds.  In today’s world
there is a glut of information. From this vast amount of
information, the pertinent and relevant knowledge has to
be selected. In the words of Rene Dubos practical
application of knowledge is to think globally and act locally.
The objective of this paper is to enumerate the efforts
made and action taken at the NTI Library, Bangalore to
repackage the information and knowledge for practical use.
NTI was established in 1959 by the GOI to evolve control
strategies for TB; train man power for this purpose; carry
out operational field research and to monitor the functioning
of the programme at the national level.

The NTI as INFORMATION  PRODUCER  through
research studies has contributed towards TB control in
developing countries.  Applied and operational research
have dealt with practical application and managerial
decision making. The findings of these studies have been
widely disseminated through various publications. This
information has been classified as Applied research,
Conceptual, Programme information, Popular and
Elementary.  Programme manuals, Technical reports and
information in the form of audio visual aids have also
been brought out. The NTI Library as an INFORMATION
PROVIDER has strived hard to meet these information
needs. The role of the librarian has been pivotal for
technical documentations, coordination of publications and
dissemination of information. Users and visitors to the
library are given guidelines on the nature of documents
available and how to use various catalogues and indexes.

The vision for the future ‘2001’envisages for NTI
as INFORMATION PRODUCER on TB surveillance,
estimating Annual risk of infection and training trainers of


